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Preface
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I am also grateful for the suggestions of Mr. Alan J. Budreau, of the same

office.

I am extremely grateful to my thesis advisor , Cap tain John M. Borky ,

for his technical assistance , guidanc e , patience and encouragement . With-

out his help I might not have finished thi s study.

A special word of thanks goes to Captain Stanley R. Robinso n, Captain

Gregg L. Vaughn , and Professor Raymond S. Potter , all Professor s of Elec-

trical ~~gineering at AlIT School of P~gineering . Captain Robinson and

Cap tain Vaughn provided constructive suggestions while Professor Potter

let me use sans of his refe rence material.

I certainly would be remiss if I did nat acknowledge the help of

family and friends. !~b’ wife , Rit a , and my daughter, Mary , were very
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Abstr act

The purp ose of this study is to suggest new approaches to the use

of surface acoustic wave technology in co unications systems . The prob-

lem was approached by considering the basic physics of the waves and

their interactio ns with themselves , with electrons, and with photons.

Three devices that used SAW component s were analysed on the basis of

the basic physics , and their per formance was compared with non-SAW de-

vices, where possible . The three devices were a SAW convolver with bi-

directional amplification , en A/D eonvertsr using a SAW-generated ref-

erence waveform, and a phase—lock loop using acoustic waves for the mix-

ing and filtering functions. Based on the analysis of those devices ,

new approaches are suggested. The devices suggested were a mixer that

delays one input relative to a second input ; a variable Q, high Q band—

pass filter ; and a filter that select s a signal based on an impurity pat-

tern in a s iecnduetor.

vi
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TEE APPLICATIOW OF SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE

TECUJOLOGY TO CO) IJNICATIOIS SYST~~~

I . Introduction

Surf ace acoustic. wave (SAW) devices have already been used success-

fully in many c’~~~”ication systems. Among the most c~~~~n uses are in

pulse compr ession , band-pass filtering , time delay , and correlatiou /

convolution (Young , 1976:691). One example of a syst em that uses pulse

compression is a rangs—instrt sntaticn , data-link system (l4arple, 1976).

The system uses SAW pulse compr ession for synchro nization and for code-

identification of more than 100 vehicles • Base of implementation and

process ing gains of 17 d3 make the SAW device a “cost effective approach” ,

according to the author (l4ar ple 1976 :591). A SAW TV IF filter , used in

color television receivers , is an example of SAW band—pass filtering

(Devils., 1976). The SAW device has better out-of-band frequency rejec-

tion (60 dB versus 50 dZ) , a more linear phase response, comparable

reproducibility (0.2 percent ) and only a slight ly higher cost (the SAW

filter costs between $1 and $2 , when mass produced ) than a standard IF

filter (Dsvr ie. , 1976:673—676). In addition , the SAW filter is ~~~1I er

than a dime and requ ires no tuning , reducing equipeent size and assembly

costs . Both time delays of up to 1 ~sIe (Coldrsn , 1976 :598) and continu—

¶ ously—variable delays of up to ~O ~~sic (Deacon , 1973:229 ) are uossibls

with SAW delay lines. A detailed analysis of a SAW ccrvolver will be

presented in a later chapter. All in all , SAW devices have been found

to be useful in systems end something that systems engineers shoul d be

1



aware of.

Besides the are as alread y pres ented , considerable research has been

dons on other aspects of SAW devices. Much work has been done in the area

of SAW oscillators and resonators (Manes, 1976; Car , 1977 ; Ts.uiki, 1976 ;

Suzuki , 1976). The.. devices are able to operat . at frequencie. of be-

tween 20 MHz and 1 GEs as opposed to a top frequency of 20 MH z for a

conventional bulk mode quartz crystal oscillator . In order to reach

comparable frequencies , the crystal oscillator needs frequency multiplier s

and filters . Consequently, at those frequencies , the crysta’. oscillator

system has a size and weight that is twenty ties. that of a comparable

SAW device (Car , 1977: 3—~— 1) . The chief disadvantage of the SAW oscil]-

ator/resocator is its long term aging (i.e. , instability) . Its aging is

greater than 10 part s per million per year which is worse than the aging

of a crystal oscillator syst (Manes , 1976:716).

Work has also been done in both progra able and adaptive SAW devices .

One progr~~~ab1e device is the SAW fast frequency synthesizer (Laker ,

1976). This device uses i6 SAW filters which are al]. on a 25 x 9 am

substr ate. The filters are selected by an arr ay of SOS p-i-n diodes and

frequencies can be switched in less than 5p sec (Laker , 1976:693). The

capability of rapidly changing frequency is particularly desirable in

spre ad spectrua systems. Another desirable feature for spread spectr~~

systems is wide bandwidth. The wide bandwidth of SAW devices was particu-

larly helpful in iapl snting an adaptive spread sp.ctrua receiver (Des,

1977). SAW components are used to estimate the .p.ctr~. of a slowly-

varying , wide-band Gaussian interference signal. From even this amall2
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s plisg of SAW devices and app licatio ns, it is clear that these waves
have wid. application.

Obj ective

The aission of the RF Component. Group, Antennas and EF Components

~~aaeh of the Electromsgn,~j c Science Division of the Rome Air Develop-
ment Center (RADC/m) includ s both the advancement of basic SAW tech-
nology and the application of that technology to solve Air Force system
requirements. At the instigation and under th. sponsorship of RADC/ZZA ,
this thesis project via structured as a theoretical investigation of new
sad better applications of SAW devices in the arena of c~~~unicat jon sys-
tem signal processing.

This study sought to determine some new approaches to using SAW
technology in c~~~~~jcsticn systems. More specifically , it was felt
that new techniques could be developed that use different combinations
of the basic wave properties and interacti ons . Instead of .Temining
SAW devices as just replacements components in existing c~~~~nicatjons
systems , the dittsreg~ combinations of wave properties and interacticc.
were ex insd as fulfilling a fuection in ths c~~~unication process.
Depending on the degree of abstraction used in describ ing the component ,
the two app roache s might be considered the s • For exampl e , if a con-
ponent is described as a square lair device , a SAW device (that uses a
nonlinear-wave property) or a diode could fulfill the f~mction even though
the SAW device works in a completely different fashion. Certainly this
ides of nonstandard components is not new (e.g. , the SAW convolve is a
nonstandard component) . Rcivs~sr , new sxperiusntal evidence, v~acent
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4 o.’trationa of novel devices , and new insights into previously dis-

covered propert ies shed s~~~ new light on the subject.

A~~~~~h and Scope

Tha approach used in this study vms an analytical one , since appro-

priats laboratory facilities for experlamutal verification of the con-

cepts evolved were not easily accessible at the time the work was under-

taken Part of th. study was a comprehensiv, literature search to deter-

mine the pr operties of surface acoustic waves , their limitations and how

the waves had alr eady been applied to ~~~~~~ eat ions systems. A .i~~ vsy

via then made of various c~~~unicat ions signal process ing problems and

techniques. The two ar eas were compared . A few SAW devices that used

different approaches to the cc~~~anicat ions problems were singled out an~
analyzed fro. th. basis of wave properties and interactions. Comparisons

were made between these devices and non-SAW devices , where possible. The

analyses were then extended to suggest new approaches that looked promis-

ing. A logical continuation of thi s work involving actual hardware and

measurements would be highly desirable , given appropriate fabricati on and

teat fac ilities .

Sequence of Present ation

This study begins with a presentation in Chapter II , of the basic

surface acoustic wave prop erties and the interactions of waves with them-

selves , electrons , and photons. A discussion is made of the propagation

direction , velocity , and frequency range of the waves. The mechanical-

el etrical nature of the wave is presented as well as the nature of the

ii
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surface displace ment . The r~~~ining part of the chapter deals with how

the wave can be shaped and modified. Wave shaping , as a property of the

pattern of a metal-film transducer , is analyzed . Modification of the

wave through nonlinear wave interactions and through transf er of ener~~
between parallel wave paths is also analyzed . Final ly , the interactions

of waves with electrons in a semiconductor and with photons , travelling

in an optical vaveguide just below the surfac e , are discussed . 2:

In Chap ter III the general concepts presented in Chapter II are

applied to specific devices. Initia lly , some of the more practical as-

pects of the waves (such as loss mechanisms , distortion mechanisms and

envfroz ~~sntal effects) are presented . Three devices are analyzed. Con—

pan sons are then made between the perfo rmance of the SAW devices and

non—SAW devices , when possible. The practical aspects help to explain

the less-than-ide al behavior of SAW components and suggest some trade-

off a that must be made .

Chapter IV extends some of the concepts brought out in Chapter III

to suggest new approac hes. Included in the new approac hes are a mixer

that can change the relative phases of the two inputs , a high Q variable—

bandwidth filter , a device that uses an impurity pattern to select a

narrowband (13 KHz ) signal out of a videband RI signal , and a SAW equiva-

lent to an integrate4 circ uit .

Chapter V present s the overall conclusions and recosmentations for

further study.

5
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II. Surface Acoustic Wave P~~sics

The implementation of various c~~~~anieations systems or devices

with surface—scoust ic-wave technology is str ongly dependent on the

physics of these waves. The physics controls such things as allowable

frequ ency range , allowable power levels for linear operation , end the

efficiency of ener gy trans fer . In addition , by understanding the

properties of the waves , it will be easier to understand why some

tmpl~~~ntaticns are easier than others ; that is, which tap1~~~ntat ions

take advantage of both the stre ngt hs and weaknesses of the SAW approach

Th. properties of waves and their inter actions presented in thi s chapter

are the ones that have been useful in actual devices. The specific

prop erties to be discussed include a general discussion of the basic

wave properties , wave tr snsduct ions , interact ions between surfac e waves ,

interaction s between surface waves and electrons , and interactions be-

tween surface waves and phot ons . Specific device applications will be

discussed in later chapters .

Basic Wkve Prop erties

To better understand the SAW devices, one should first have a good

understanding of surf ace acoustic waves. The following i~ a si ry of

so.e important SAW properties (Slobodnik , 1976:581—59k). The waves

have frequ encies of betveen 10 tiEs and 1 GUs , velocities around 3~10~
a/sec and , consequently , wavelengths of between 1 and 300p.m. The

6 
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lower limit on wavelength (upper limit in frequency) is determined by

the method of generat ing the waves. The most c i  met hod of gener-

ating sur face acoustic waves uses periodically-placed metal strips ,

which are collectively called an interdigital t ransduc er ( ID? ) (See

Figure 1). Thus , for an ID? , the achievable lover waveleng th limit

is determin ed by the resolution in the manufacturing process ( Hays ,

1976:658). The upper wavelength limit ts determined by the length

of the crystal material.

A typical crystal materia l (substrate) is a f e w  millimeters thick

and has a surface area of a few tens of square cent imeters. Most of

the wave energy is confined to one acoustic wavelength from th . sur-

face. In order to obtain more specific information about the wave

properties ( such as exact wave velocity), a set of equations involving

the crystal prop erties , Maxwell ’ a equatio ns, and the equations of

motion (re lating the spatial derivatives of stress to the time den ,-

at ives of disp1ac~~~nt) must be solved. The crystal properties in—

elude the piezosleetr ie constants , dielectric constants and elasticity

constants. The solution also involves the boundary condition of a

free surface.

7
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Figure 1. Seh~~~tic repres entati on of the launching and propagation

of a surface acoustic wave (Slobodnik , 1976:581).

A closed—form solution of these equations is not possible (Slobodnik ,

1976:582). Part of the problem i~ that th. crystal prope rties must be

treated as tensors (i.e. , the crystals do not have isotropic properties).

The .quations also lead to a transcendental equation which must be solved

by computer iter ative techniques . A result of the e~~puter solutions is

that the wave psmsters vary ‘with the direction of propagation. Data

emst than be platted versus propagation direction. One way of denoting

the direction of propagation is to specify the crystal plane and s~~~

dir ct ion on that plan. . Parameters can then be plott ed versus the angle

the propagation direction makes with that re ference direction in the plane .

This thod is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 shove s~~~ of the more important data obtained from the

computer solution . The surface velocity determines how long the wave will

be on the crystal , which is impOrtant in d.termlning timing interfaces with

B
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Figur e 2. Velocity , M/ il , and power flow angle curves for Y-cut LiTaO3(Slobodnik , 1976 :583).

other parts of the system in which the SAW component is used. The term

“41/v ” is defined as the percentage difference in wave velocity between

a free surface and one with an infinitesi~ .1l7 thin perfect conductor.

The ~ Y/( param eter is important in describi ng the strength of electric field

I
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in th. ‘wave as well as the efficiency of th. wave generation process

(This paramet er is discussed in more detail below). The power flow angle ,

0, is the angle between the time average electromechanical power flow vec-

tor and the direction of propagation. The natural propagation directions

(pure-mode axes) are defined by 0 • 0. The slope of the curve determines

the beam-steering (i.e. , how the be will react to slight misalignment of

path) and the diffraction (i.e. , how the beam-energy spatial profile ‘will

widen as th. ‘wave prop agates). flin.tm~a bean steering occurs when the slope

equals zero. It can be shown that if the slope equals minus one, there is

ainiaa of diffraction (Slobodnik , 1976 :588).

Further elucidation of the &VAf par~~~ter is ap)lropniate, in the view

of its central importan ce in determining SAW device behavior. The AV

results from the change in velocity caused by a surface coating of an

infinitestmk1ly~tbin perfect conductor. The effect of the conductor

(Adler , 1971:115) is to neutralize the electric field of the wave caused

by the piezoelectnie effect. Th• conductor allows free charges to move

along the crystal surfaces and thereby reduces the electric field to zero.

The ‘wave then becomes a pure mechanical wave . Since the ‘wave had some of

its energy stored in the electrical potential , there is an ener gy loss.

The result of the reduction of energy stored in th, wave is a decrease

in its wave length and velocity. Experiments have shown that the per-

centage change in velocity is directly related to the percentage of energy

of the surface wave stored in its electric field (Collins , 1968:312-313).

This percentage is important because , as will be seen later , SAW devices

rely heavily on the strength of electric field. Also, since the waves



are generated by the reverse piezoslectric effect , AVIV determines the

efficiency of generation process. The process is less than totally ,ffi-

cient becaus e part of the energy of the generating electr ic field goes

into the “mechanical wave” rather than the electric field of the ‘wave.

aesides the ascbanical-electrical aspect of th , wave, there is another

complication. The displacement is two dimensional : there is a component

of the displacement parallel to the propagation direction and a second

component th*t Is normal to the surface (Viktorov , ].967:6~. They are

called the longituM~.1 and transverse components respectively. As used

here, transverse ‘will exclude any component not normal to tne surface

(i.e., a component perpendicular to the direction of propagation but along

the surface ). The path of a molecule on th. surface is elliptical as the

‘wave passes. These acoustic surface waves are examples of a more general

type of surface ‘wave, called Rayleigh waves. Rayleigh ‘waves include water

waves and earth tremor waves , and are characterized by elliptical surface.-

molecule aovemsnt . Since the disp1ac~~~nts are two dimensional , there are

lcngitw~(”.-’ and transverse electric fields associated with the acoustic

surface wave as well.

It ‘will be useful for later discussions of SAW device behavior to

develop the nature of the piesoslectric effect in more detail. Th•

piesoeleetric effect is a phenomenon in which press ur e on a surface or

&tsplac ent of a surface, with attendant stress induced in the material ,

creates an electric field. Th. reverse piezo.lectric effect is observed

when an electric field causes a displacement which is linearly proportional

to the applied voltage and directly related to the voltage polarity (i.e. ,

I s an odd function). In contrast , the electrostrictive-sffect strain

_ _
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(and displac~~~nt) is porportional. to the square of the voltage and is

an even function. The piezoelectric effect is bssed on a stress—induced - -

dipole ~~~~nt within the crystal . Electrostrictive effects are normal ly

much ~~ 11er than piezoelectric effects , so th , latter are preferred as the

basis for effective trs nsducers (Mason , 1950: 1).

Generation, Wave Shaping and Detection

The basic structure of an interdigital transducer is illustrated in

Figur• 1. An electrical input is applied between the two sets of elec-

trodes on the left of Figure 1. The applied voltage causes a displace—

sent of the surface due to the r ae - se  piesoelectric effect . That dis-

placement propagates along the surface as a wave according to the basic -

properties already pre sented. The t ransducers • chief advantages are the

simplicit y of construction and tht wide variety of transducer respo nses

available. Construction involves deposition of a thin metal film and

patterning by means of a masking step (nor..ily using photolithography)

and by chemical etching to define th. t ransducer geometry (Maines ,

1976 : 61e0). These proces ses have been well developed in the integrated

circuit industry. Tb. transducer response , then , is a function of the

metal pattern. The main characteristics (Hurlburt , l9fl:81~_85 ) of thi s

p.tt rn are finger (electrode ) width , inter digital spacing , apodization

(or the length of overlap of adjacent fingers ) and th . total length of

the tra nsducer (along the direction of propagation). In Figure 1 the

apotization is uniform and is annotated by the distance 1. Because each

finger is connected to on• of the two bus bars , the transducer length

will directly affect the duration of the tra nsduce r response to an impulse

excitation , and since the impulse response is related to the frequency

response , the transducer length also affects the frequency response of

12
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the transducer • The frequency response of the tran sducer is defined as

the frequencies that are converted from the input to the wave as well as

their relative ~ageitudes . Specifically , the length and apod isation are

related to the transducer bandwidth. More energy is transduced by a

given finger psir when the length of overlap is increased. Thus , changing

the apod .ization in the pattern places different energies along th. acoustic

path, and this “weighting” of the tI~~ response also controls the frequency

re sponse. More specifically, to a first approx imation , the apodizatico

pattern is a discrete Fourier transform of the desired freq uency response

of the transducer. It should be not ed that for simple interdigital tr ans.-

ducers , such as the one noted in Figure 1, the frequency response is fixed

once the metal pattern is established.

Thus far , the motion of the acoustic wave has not been considered .

If the transducer input is periodic , wave reinforcement is possible as

the signal moves through the metal pattern. Reinforc~~~nt will occur

when the time period of the input and the “spatial period” of the pattern

coincide. Thss two periods are related by th. velocity of the wave.

“Spatial period” refers to the dist ance between the center lines of con-

secutive interconnected fingers. Spatial period is also related to the

previously mentioned interdigital spacing , or the spac ing between else-

trodes. It can also be shown that finger width and interdigital spacing

can determine the harmonic frequency response of the transduc er ( ifuriburt ,

191h:8~.; Egan , l969:lOlh).

There are other ways to affect the frequency response as ‘well as

th. phase response of the tran sducer . By the phase response , it is meant

13 
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Figure 3. Transducer Encoding

how the phas. of the input and the phase of the ‘wave are related . (~~e

is to change connections to the bus bars ( See Figure 3) .  Let one bus

bar be labeled “+“ and th. other “-“, f or  convenience. By switching a

pair of bus bar connections (i.e. , by connecting electrode 3 to - instead

of + and by connecting electrode ~s to + inat•ad of — ) the direction of

surface displ.ac ent is reversed since the direction of the electr ic

field , , is reversed. This is equivalent to a half wavelength “phase

shift ” for a perfectly s~~~~trical , periodic wave • In that sense, bus

bar connections can be thought of as “bi—pbas. coding” of the transducer

(De Vito , 1971:1523—1525). A more general ‘way of modifying the response

is by individ u&liy weighting the amplitude and phase of each electrode

( Eagan , 19711:177.-l80), rather than connecting them with a bus bar.

Another property of the transducer is direct ly related to the ‘wave

properties of th. generat ed signal . When the electric field is applied

to the interdigital tra nsducers , waves are gener ated simultaneously in

opposite dir ections (Slobodnik , 1976:585). This wave effect is similar

to th. effect of vibrating a long board cc the surface of a pond. Since

the acoustic ‘waves (propagati ng in opposite directions) are identical ,

i~e

LA



half the ener gy is lost if only one output transducer is used . The mis-

directed ‘wave is normal ly absorbed by placing a piece of ‘wax on the sur-

face of the app ropriate side of the transducer .

In orde r to get an electrical, output , a second transducer is necessary.

This output is produced by the inverse of the wave generation chani .

The wave h*s an electric field associat ed with it ( this to the piezoslectric

effect). The ‘wave pro duces a potential difference between the electrodes

of the two bus bars. The electric outp ut is , then, the voltage bstvetn

the two bus bars . A maximum output occurs wbmn the wave coincides with

the electrode position s ; that is , when the wave crests coincide with the

position of one set of electrodes (i.e. , connected to one bus bar ) ‘while

the wave troughs coincide with the position of the other set of electrode s

(Maine., 1976:6Ia~s).

Inter action of Waves in the Piezoelectric t4sdium

The thod of wave interaction plays an important role in surface-

acoustic-wave physics. For low power densities , the medium is linear and

the superposition principle can be applied. As ‘with most ‘wave phenomena ,

however, there is a paver density above which the wave interaction becomes

nonlinear . As an ex ple, for T-cut , Z—propagat tug LiNbO3 at 905 NEz , the

wave interaction - .a.comes nonlinear when the total paver density is around

10 mW/em, and at 83 *1/em ~i1. y~wer in the second harmonic is only 7 dB

below the power in the fnndeni~ntal, frequency (Slobodnik , 1969:203). At

the higher power densities the wave displacement is also affected by the

higher powers of the slectr ic-field wegnituds at the point of displacement

(e.g. , the square of the total electric-field wegmitud.). Thus, ‘when two
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(Marshall , 1973 :125)

waves interact , the displac snt will be proportional to the weighted sum

of severa l terms , each of which is iel atsd to the electric field of one

wave, or the electric field of the other wave, or to both fields. There

are terms proportional to each lectric field separately (the l.tn•ar

plezoslectric effect) , terms proportional to the squa re of each of the

electric-field magnitudes , one term proportional to the product of the

two field magnitudes , plus higher order terms.

Waves on two separate (but para llel) paths (or tracks ) can be made

to interact by the use of thin metal strips (See Figure ia) , called a

maltistrip coupler (Marsha ll , 1973 :125). Like the tuterdigitsi tr ansdu cer ,

the metal strips are used to establish electric fields cc the piesoelectric

surface. However , ianlik. the ID? , these metal stri ps are not connected to

anything so charge flaws only when there is a temporary dif ference between

the electric potentials of the tracks. Th. charge flow causes snerD to

be transferred from one track to another.

16 



To simplify the analysis , it is assumed that the electric field of

the acoustic wave is uniform across a track (i.e. , is uniform perpendicu-

lar to its direction of propagation). Diffraction and beam steering ,

which were discussed previously, may cause s~~~ deviation from this simple

model . If the wave in each track is modeled as uniform across the track

and there are two tracks, a~~ instantaneous input to the metal stri ps can

be described as a linear combination of two linearly-indspendent input

waveforms . One set of linearly-independent input waveforms could consist

of a waveform with unit amplitude on one track and zero amplitude on the

second track and a second waveform with unit amplitude cc the second track

and zero plitud. cc the first track.

However , an equally acceptable •~t is pictured in Figure ~b , and is

specified by the letters “ a” and “a” . Waveform “ i’ , standing for sym-

metric, is uniform across both tracks • The second waveform “a” , standing

for antisy stric , has a unit-amplitude electric field on one track and

a field in the second track that ii equal in magnitude , but opposite in

direction from the first track. The only crit eria for two waves to be

linearly independent i~ that one is not a multiple of the other. The reas on

for preferring the set in Figure ~sb over other sets is that the form of

these waves is preserved in going through the multistrip coupler , regardless

of the number of metal strips .

A resx~~4”stion of the energy-transfer mechanism and of the basic

‘wave physics will help to explain why the ‘waveforms are preser ved

(Msre h.~t 1, 1973:125). It was previously stat ed that ener~~ is tra nsferred

only when there is a t porary difference in the electric potentials of

17
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the two tracks. Since , by defin ition , the “s” ‘wave has a uniform else-

trio field across both trac ks , that potential differen ce does not exist .

~o emer~~ is tr ansferred . The sy stz ie wave is not changed at .11 by

the presence of the metal strips .

A t porary potential differen ce does occur , however , for the “a”

wave • The presenc e of the metal str ips allows ener~~ tr ansfer , for that

case. Since the two electric fields have equal aagni tude but opposite

aign (by definition), the transfer of electrons causes a cancellation of

th. electric field in each track. The wave continues travelling because

there is still the purely mechanical pa rt of the wave. It should be noted

that this cancellatio n occur s only while the wave is under a metal strip .

In between the strips the mechanical wave still generates ~~ electric field

due to the pi.so.lectric effect . As was explained in the discussion of

t~V/V , the purely mechanical wave and the regular acoustic sur face wave

travel at different speeds. But since the metal stri p pattern is the

on both tracks the wave undergoes the same velocity changes over both

tracks. The relative position of the wave section in each track renains
- - the s~~~ , so the “a’ wave is pus through undistorted , but delayed in

t ins , relativ , to the “ a” wave.

Frcm an analyt ical aspect , then, it is the relati ve delay that deter—

mines the amount of ener~~ in each track. For th. case in Figure ~sb , com-

plete transfer requires a relative delay of a half period between the “a”

and “s” waves. The period referred to is the period of the input wave .

In Track A the crest of the “s” wave would coincide with the trough of

the “a” wave . If the two displacements matched exactly , th*re would be

18 
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total wave cancellation , inclu4ing the mechanical part of the wave . In

Track B the two crests coincide so constructive interference occurs. It

should be noted that the “s” and “a” waves are just an analytical tool.

to simplify the real situation . There are not two waves that actually

interfe re . Still , a useful analogy can be end. between sound waves of

different frequencies and the “a” and “ a” waves (that travel at different

velocities ) (Marshall, 1973:125). The beating of the sound waves is

analogous to the “interference” of the “a” and “a” waves and the analogy

helps to predict the amount of energy t ransfer .

The periodicity of th. metal. strips also affects the t ransfer of

energy (Marshall , 1973:125). When the spatial period of the wave matche s

the period of the strips , all the strips in contact with the wave will

have the same potential . This fact follows from the definition of pen —

odicity and the linkage of displacement , stress , and electric field in a

surface acoustic wave: the electric field associat ed with the wave will

have the same value at intervals equal to one period. Since the stri ps

aLt have the sane potential , no electric field will exist between the

strips. Wit h no electric field present between the strips , a surface

acoustic ‘wave cannot be generated in the adjacent track. Therefore ,

there is a stopbsnd for the strips associated with the input frequency

that corresponds to the spatial period of the strips .

Other Interactions

In addition to the interactions of the surface acoustic wnves with

themselves (either directly or indirectly) , these waves can affect the

flow of electrons in semiconductors (Lee , 1973: ~8O7J e 812). The semi—



conductor can be separated from the piezoa lectr ic material by a ~~~~~ 1

distanc e or it can be identical. with it (i.e. , a semiconducting piezo—

electric material). The former is called a separated medium while the

latter is called * combined medium. Structures also exist in which a

semicondiacting film ii deposited on a piesoelectric subst r ate. In either

cue the electric field of the sur face wave causes electrons or holes to

move. Their velocities are the product of the total electric field present

(both ambient and from the wave) and the appropriate carrier mobility. The

total current is , then , the sum of all the charges times their velocities.

Nonltn•sr int.ract ions viii occur it both the charge distribut ion

and the charge velocity are affected by the electric field of the surfac e

acoustic wave . The semiconductor current will then be proportional to

the square of the electric field of th. wave. This nonlinearity will

occur when the velocity of the electrons or holes is approximately the

velocity of the wave , provided the concentration of electrons (or holes)

is great enough to be significant . Th. effect of the rel ative velocities

of the charge carr iers and the wave on charge distribution can be seen

more clear ly by ‘ 4ning the extremes. If the charge carr ier velocity

is much greater than the wave velocity, the char ges will move to neutral-

ize the effect of the electric field of the wave before the wave can move

significantly. Since the electric field of the wave is effectively neu-

tralized , the current will not be proportional to the square of the field

even though the charge di stribution will be prop ortional to the electric

field. At the other extr , when a wave is moving much faster than the

charge carriers , the carriers cannot distribute themselves fast enough

to be affected by the electric field of the wave. Therefore , the charge
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distributio n ii not proportional to th . waves ’ electric field.

Another type of interaction can occur between a surface acoustic

wave and light in an optical waveguide. The surfac e acoustic wave causes

an instantaneous change in the densit y of the medium surface. Since the

index of refractio n light is , to first order , proportional to the density

of the medium (!ariv , 1971 :306), the light wiLt be reflected at different

angle s by the variations of the acoustic wave . This effect is called

Bragg diffraction. The movement of the wave will also add a small dop-

pier shift to the frequency of the light .

Conclusion

In this chapter eons of the basic properties of surface acoustic

waves were presented. The wave travels along certain preferred direc-

tions on the crystal-substrate surface, at speeds approximately five

orders of ngn(tude below the speed of light . Transduction of an cisc-

tr ical signal to a ‘wave is done thro ugh an easily-manufactured metal. pat-

tern and thi s pattern is varied to shape the wave. Waves can interact

with waves on the same track , with waves on parallel track s , with electro ns

in semiconductors , and ‘with photons in an optical wavegu.tde. All these

properties can be useful in actual devices. The usefuln ess of these prop-

erties , as well as some properties that degrade perfo rmance , ‘will be dis-

cussed in the next chapter . Specifical ly , three SAW devices ‘will be ana-

lysed , using these basic properties as * guide.
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III. Analysis of SAW Devices

In thi s chapter th, basic properties and interactions of surface

acoustic waves are applied to systems and the performance of these sys-

tems is compared to that of non-SAW systems. Three systems that use SAW

components ‘will be studied : An analog—to-digital convert er , a convolver

‘with bi-directional amplification, and a phase-locked ioop. These appli-

cations of SAW devices show innovative approaches in ‘which the character-

istics of SAW t.chnolo~~ may yield significant tzprovs nt over conven-

tional. designs. In order to better understand the compa risons, it will

be necessary to present some of the loss mechanisms, distortion mechan-

isms and environmental effects in SAW devices.

Additicnal SAW Loss Michani sms

S~~~ of the lost mechanisms were briefly presented in Chapter II.

These include the 3 d.B loss due to the bid.treetionality of th . transdu-

cer and the misdirection of ener~~ due to diffraction and bean steering.

In addition there are propagation losses and transduction losses. Prop-

agation losses occur due to interactions of the wave with phonons (therm-

ally excited elastic waves), crystal /surface defects , and any material

adjacent to the crystal surface (Slobodn ik , 1976:585). Losses from the

first mechanism can be reduced by lowering the temperature • The second

mechanism can be significant ly reduced by polishing the surface and by

carefully controlling crystal growth. Loss reduction for the third

scbanism (called air losMng or mass loading ) involves reducing the mass
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in contact with the surface. This can be done by encapsulating the mar-

face in a vacume or in a light gas (e.g. , asliun) and by replacing heavy

metal filas with lighter tals, for example , replaci ng gold electrodes

by sluein~~ electrodes. The combined losses due to the first arid second

chanisms are proportional to the wave frequency squa red while the losses

due to the third chani are linear ly proportional to the wave frequency .

Transduction losses are associated with the matching of an enerv

source and the transducer. The transducer can be represented by an equiv-

alent circuit consisting of a parallel. combination of a capacit ance and a

frequency-dependent a~~ittanee (~~ith , 1969: 856—861k). The latter is called

the acoustic radiation admittance . I*pedance matching is achieved through

the use of a tuning inductor . At least half the ener ~~ from the source is

lost in the impedance matching. Additional losses occur through the para-

sitic capac itance of the input leads and the ~~ a~1t resistance of the elec-

trodes . The capacitance in the equivalent circuit is associated with the

inter digita l metal pattern while the acoustic radiation admittance is asso-

ciated with the travelling ‘wave itself.

Reflections in SAW Devices

Distortion mechanisms are also present in sur face—acoustic—wave de-

vices. Reflectio n is one such mechanism. Like most waves , surface acou-

stic waves are reflected at discontin uitiss in th. ‘wave mediun. The dis-

continuity could be in either th. mechanical or electrical pro perties of

the asdism. Mechanical discont inuities include grooves or overlays of

eons material as well as the diffusion or ion implantation of impur ities

to deliberately change the substr ate properties . In addition to the
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mechanical discontinuity caused by a metal-electrode overla y, the elec-

trode short s the electric fields of the ‘wave , causing an electrical di.—

continuity. Distortion occurs when the reflection interacts with an in-

c~~4ug wave so that the two cannot be distinguished. One particialarl,y

troubles ome reflection that results in distortion ii worth mentioning.

Mere exactly, two reflections are Involved: A ‘wave , c~~~ng fro. input

transducer, is reflected by the output transducer back towards the input

end is then rereflected by the input transducer back toward the output

transducer. This is called triple transit because the wave traverses

the surface three times before it is received.

Although reflections can cause distortion, they can also be useful .

Since the reflection coefficient of grooves is proportional to the depth

of the groove times the ‘wave frequency (Williamson, 1976:703), reflections

can he used to selectively refl ct portions of large-bandwidth signals.

The ~llovsd bandwidth s ar e related to the fractional bandwidth of the

sur face acoustic wave. For example , at a center frequency of 100 MHz ,

even a 1. MHz bandwidth would only be 1 percent of the center frequency.

Since re flection is proportional. to freq uency and since frequency, in

the example , vari es by only one percent , the reflection also varies only

one percent over the allowed frequency ran ge of th. signal. For further

Inloxmatioc on the selective reflecting of signals see Dolat , 19Th in the

bibliography. Besides signal. separation , reflectors can be used for sig-

nal reinforcement

The SAW resonator is an example of SAW relective reinforcement by

reflection (Bell , 1976:711—721). The resonator consists of two sets of

reflectors plus an input tr ansducer and an output transducer . Waves
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reflect off both reflectors and add constructively only for $ specific

frequency . This frequency is determined by the distance between the

reflector sets , and the structure is the acoustic equivalent of a Fabz’y—

Perot cavity. As an example of performance, s~~~ SAW resonators have

fractional bandwidths as low as 0.0001 (Bell , 1976 :711; Staples, l97~ :

280—285).

Environmental Effects

One environmental factor that affects surface acoustic waves is

temperature. Like most physical objects , temperature changes the pro-

perties of the crystal . These temperature-dependent properties include

the elastic , piezoelectr ic arid dielectric constants as well as the mass

density (Slobodnik , 1976:583). Since these prope rt ies help determine

wave velocity (see Chapter I I ) ,  the wave velocity ‘will also vary with

temperature. Velocity variations are normally in the 10 ppu/°C to

100 P1*1°C rang..

Vibrat ion is one snvtr~~~entsl factor for which SAW devices have an

advantage over devices using crystals. In one experiment (Weglein,

1977 : 103—10k) the performance of a periodic—grating SAW oscillator in

a vibration enviro snt was compared to that of a voltage-controlled

quarts crystal oscillator . The SAW oscillator had reflectors (i.e. ,

periodic-gratings) to limit the frequency range but used a non-SAW am-

pUtter for feedback. Both oscillators ‘were run at 97 4Hz and frequency

multiplied up to 9.30Hz; noise ‘was then asursd, for both oscillators,

from 0 to 20 I~~s away from the 9.3 OHs frequen cy . Without vibrations,

the quart z crystal oscillator bad 5 to 20 dB less noise than the SAW
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oscillator over the frequencies indicated . With vibrations of 8 0

at 20 to 2000 Hz , the SAW oscillator was relatively unaffected. The

quarts crystal oscillator , however, had noise of 30 to 1.0 dB above it.

quiescent condition , and spikes of up to 20 dB more , in some places .

These noise qualities have definite systems implications. Crystal

oscillators must have sophisticated suspension systems to reduce the

vibrations , and care must be taken to minimize the vibration effects.

Ho such effort is required in ~~~ing the SAW oscillator less sensitive

to vibration. There are two reas ons ‘why SAW oscillators are naturally

less sensitive to vibrations. The substrate is thick ( compared to the

wavelength of the ‘vibration ), and it is firmly support ed on a rigid base.

Although the results quoted ‘were for a periodic-grating SAW oscillators ,

the authors of the article anticipated similar results for other SAW

devices.

A neutron-radiation environment most significant ly affect s a SAW

device which uses SAW—semiconductor interactions (Berg , 1976 :16~8—1653).

The neutron radiation affects the interactions by changing the properties

of the semiconductor . Specifi c changes in these semiconductor properties

include reducing the n~wber of fre. carriers , charging surface states

(impurities ) in semiconductor-oxide Interfaces , and decreasing the car-

rier mobilit y (Ricket s, 1972:176—177). In Cha pter II , the SAW—semicon-

ductor interaction ‘was characterized by a current in the semiconductor

‘which ‘was the snm of all the charges times their velocities. By reducing

the niab er of free carriers , th. net charge is reduced , thus the inter-

action curre~t is reduc ed . Similarly , reduci ng the carr ier mobility
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reduces the interaction current by decreasing the charge velocity (sinc e

velocity is proportional to mobility , when the electric field ii constant).

Surface states affect the ambient electric field at the surface. The

effect of the surface states , then , is to change carrier velocity.

In one experiment ( Berg, 1976 : 161&9) tour convoivsrs using SAW—semi-

conductor interactions were irradiated with neutrons and tested for per—

manent ~emage . The convoiver will be the first SAW device to be discussed

in detail below, so only the performance degradation Viii be discussed

here . Both separated medium and combined medium devices were tested . The

combined medium device used CdS and had a rapid decrease in performance at

a neutron fluence of 20 x lO~~ neutrons/cm2. Performance degradation was

due to decrease in carrier mobility and the number of free carriers . The

degradation of performance in the separated medium devices was primarily

due to decreases in the number of free carriers . A device using Si and

LiNbO 3, separated by an air gap, showed iimaediate degradation with neu-

tron fluences as low as 1 x 1013 neutrons/cm2 , and the degradation grad-

ually increased with increasing neutron fluence. A separated -medium con-

‘waiver using polycrystailine silicon on top of LiNbO3 bad a marked de-

crease in perfor mance for neutron fluences of 50 x 1013 neutrons/cm2 and

greater . Another convolver that used ZnO on top of Si02 (which was on

top of the silicon) had degrad ation for neutron fluences of 20 x

neutrons/cm2 and greater . The increased susceptibility of the ZnO-Si02 -

F Si convolver to neutron radiation was due to the effect of the charged

surfac e states in the 5i02 - Si interface.

ike the reflections , the charged surface states can be useful when
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th~~ are controlled. In one device (Coid ren , 1975:137—139 ) the charging

proc ess ‘was controlled by placing $ DC bias on th. output electrodes of

a ZnO—8i02 -Si ccnvolv.r . In this case , the charge was injected into

the surface states of the metal -ZnO intsrface . The stored chargs was

directly related to the largest applied bias and remained for periods up

to 1. day. The effect of the stored charge was to selectively weight the

SAW—semiconductor interaction by determining the embient electric field.

A consequence of thi s effect was that the charge pattern could be “reed

out” when an impulse was applied to one transducer of the convoiver and

a “ Long” pulse was applied to the other transducer .

SAW Convolver

The reason that the convolution of the impulse with the long pulse

gives the stored charge read out , is directly related to the process of

convolution. The convolution, c(t ) , of two signal s r(t ) and s(t ) is

given by
C(t )~~J 

r ( t — T )  8 ( t )  d~ (1)

The most dir ect ‘way to implement the convolver is to take the two signals

as inputs, (one of which is inverted in time), bring the two signal s to-

gether (change t ) and mult iply their magnitudes on a point by point basis ,

and integrate (or .me) the products. The SAW convolver uses thi s iapl .-

ntat ion (See Figure 5) .

,.~~CONvoLuYIoN s out a,

~ 1/ ’~”~°’~’”- G~.flW4O

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~
YZ - CVI LiNbO 1 DELAY ~ OO

Figure 5. SAW Convoiver (Kino, 1976:729 )
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The product of th. inputs is obtained through the mechan ism of nonlinear

wave interaction , presented In Chapter II , and the total non—linear signal

is detected by the output transducer. In the 1n0-8i02 -81 convolver just

described , the stored charge weights each product along the path. In that

let r (t) • ~(t ) ,  s(t ) • C • constant aver some finite path length

and v(t) be the weighting function of the stored charge. Then equation

(1) bec~~~s
p

c(t ) — [i.(’t ) r (t— ~~ ) s(’t ) — fw ( ’t ) ( t — t )  C d t — Cv(t ) (2)
J
interaction length

The above result is the convolution as long as th. impulse is under the

output (center) transducer. Sotice that the weighted convolution is the

sto~.4 charge distribution.

~~ a more mathematical basis (Ltno, 1976:728), consider the inputs as

two traveling waves ‘whose electric fi*lds haie the form amp 3 (vttvs/Va),

vhsre ’w is the wave frequency, Va is the acoustic velocity, t is time and

$ is the position along the surface. Prom Figure 5, the ‘wave traveling

to the right is of the form amp 3 [v2t - ,2z/vaJ while the wave traveling

to the left is of the form exp~j v1t + ‘w1s/VaJ . Th. product of the two

(th. cross product term of the non-linear interaction ) ‘will have the form

imp JE(’w1’2
) t— (v2—v3 )t/VaJ . Letting ‘t — t - s/Va , the form becomes

~szp j [vi(2t_
~

. ))1 sxp~J ‘w2’~1 which i~ of the general form of r(t- ’~ ) s( t)

but with the ti.S scale weighted by 2. As long as the output transducer

can dstect the total product signal at all points , the output will be the

sme of all the products and , hence , the convolution. To detect the sig-

nal , the transd ucer must cover the entire area of interaction and must



have a spatial period equal to that of the wave (i.e. , proportional to

Notice that it ‘w
~ 

— v2, the product ‘will be independent of

position , so it can be detected with just a metal plate. This is called

the degenerate mode.

Some typical parameter, of a SAW convolvsr will be helpful in assess-

1mg it. value in systems applications, First , a figure of merit for a

convolver can be defined as ~ - P3/P 2~’1 where P3 is the RP output power ,

id P1 and P2 are the input powers . For a typical LiNbO3 convolver

(Kino, 1976:729 ) in the 100-200 Mffz frequency range with a beam ‘width of

1.27 — and an output transducer 2 om lc~g, the figu~~ of merit is around

-83d~~ . In a signal processing operation , the system would normally con-

volve the received signal with a known standard signal (internal ly gener-.

ated ). The known signal can then be set to a power level that does not

generat , apprec iable harmon ics • The typical 7, then , implies that the

output is 63d3 lover than the input ( for one input at 20 d~~ ). If the

input signal level is also restricted to 20 d~~ (becaus. of satur ation

considerations), then the highest output signa 1~ ‘would be —43d~~. If

the noise level in th. processor receiver was —90db, this would give a

dynamic rang, of —1e3d~~ — (—90db ) or ~e7 dB.

~~fore describing the SAW convolver with bidirectional amplification,

It is appropriate to present the idea of SAW ampl ification. Amplification

ii based on the interaction of the surface acoustic wave and electrons in

an adjacent conducting film. This concept of interaction was presented

in the previous chapter. When the velocities of the wave and the elec-

trons are sufficiently close , the electric field of the ‘wave ‘will modify
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Figure 6. Surface—wave amplification . (a )  Gain curve of a
typical surface wave amplifier as a function of
the ratio 

~cMa where V~ and Va $Z~~ the carrier
and acoustic velocities , respectively. (b) The
solid line is the gain of the bidirectional am-
plifier . (c) The experimentally measured u sc-
tronic gain is in agreement with the solid line
of (b). (Solie , 1976:760)

the velocity of the electrons . To do this , ener~~ is required . If the

electrons speed up, the ener~~ must come from the wave. Conversely , if

the electrons slav down , ener~~ is transferred from the electrons to the

wave . This 1~~t transfer produces amplification of the wave.

The SAW convolver with bidirectional amplification (Solie , 1976 :

760-76b ) involves an interaction a Little more complex than those pre-

viously presented. The amplifying chara cteristics of the bidirectional

SAY plifier are presented in Figure 6 , section (b ) .  The dc bias i~
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applied to an interdigital electrode on a semiconducting film, instead

of the two single-electrodes of the standard SAW amplifier (Figure 6 ,
section (a) ) . The interd.tgita]. electrode (Figure 6 , section (b) ) has

alternate segnents of reverse polarity and hence alternating directions

of amplificati on. The amplification in each direction is given by the

dotted line . The solid line indi cates the overall amplificat ion, which,

indeed , is sy stric about the vertical axis and therefo re bidirectional .

The internal amplificat ion is a definite improvement over external ampli-

fication . Input amplif ication is limited by the saturation level.

Output amplif ication amplifies the noise and signal equal ly , so nothing

is gained . The intern al amplification raises the figure of merit and

hence increa ses the dynamic range . A typical efficiency (figure of merit )

vms found to be -12 d~~ , which is a significant improvement over earlier

versio ns of the SAW convolver.

Another impro vement was found for the degenerate mode (‘wi~’w2) of the

convol’ver. Since the pattern does not vary with position for the degen-

erate mode , the center transducer can have any shape. If it is skewed

( see Figure 7) by 15 degrees , experimenters found that reflections from

the center transducer were routed out of the normal acoustic path. This

lo~,ered the distortion of the convolver (Solie, 1976 :763).

In comparing the SAW convolv.r with non-SAW devices, some problems

ari se. First , there are no analog devices that directly implement the

convolution of two different inputs. Correlation , the mathematical equiv-.

alent of convolution , is implement ed by a mixer followed by an integrator .

Mixers in the UHF frequency range do not have the large tractional band-
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Figure 7. Degenerate Convolver with Bidirectional
Amplification (Solie , 1976:762).

width of SAW transducers (e.g. , 0.50) . Comparisons can be made in power

efficiency. A typical non—SAW mixer has a conversion Loss (signal power

output divided by signal power input , excluding the referenc e signal

paver) of 6.5 to 7.5 dB (Cole , 1975:120). This data corres ponds to a

figure of merit , F , of -26.5 to —27.5 d~~ when a reference signal of

20 d.~~ is used . Although the SAW convolver with bidirectional amplifi-

cation has a better F (i.e. , -12 &~~~~) , the regular SAW convolver has a

much worse F (i.e., -83 d~~ ). Incre ases in the figure of merit also in-

crease the dynamic range proportional ly. The capability of calculating

the convolution in real ti .. is an advantage of SAW canvolvers , in gen-

era l, over other implementations. Although coherent optical systems

(Goodman, 1977:29 ) can th.oreticaliy process the amount of information

necessary for convolution in near-real tin. (e.g. , a Fourier transformation

of a 3,000 by 3,000 element array in nanoseconds), actual implementations

of convolution are not in real time (Goodman , 1977 :32).
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Analog-to-Dig ital Converter

The next device to be studi ed is an analog—to-di gital (AID ) con-

verter using a SAW-generated waveform as a reference voltage ( Chodorow ,

1977:8—37). In AID converters , in general , an unknown fixed voltag, is

compared to a known re ferenc e voltage. The converter logic determines

when the digital output is equivalent to the analog input . In thi s AID

converter , shown in Figur e 9, an impulse is applied to a SAW delay line .

Through the wave generating mechanism, the amplitude of the wave is det er-

mined by the intere lectrod, spacin g . The resulting waveform is illustrated

in Figure 8. The reference waveform is rout ed through comparator 0—X to

a counter which is incr~~~nt ed for each positive peak in the reference

waveform. One separate comparator (SIGN ) determines the sign of the input

while another comparator ( SToP ) stops the counter when the referenc e

waveform is greater than the input . In order to have the correct number
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of counts for the counter , there must he 2~ electrode pairs for 11 bit s

of output since each electrode pair represents one count of the counter .

One advantage of this conversion sch is that the accuracy of the

converter is not dependent on t..p.rature . Although the temperature

will vary the velocity of the wave, the number of quantisation levels

(c~~~ts) is only related to the number of electrodes. The linearity of

the reference envelope is directly related to apodisation , and hence is

not temperature dependent . The only effect of t perature is to slightly

chang. the conversion time, i.e., th. time required to produce a digital

output after the analog input is made.

Camparisons can be made between this and other AID converters. One

basis of comparison is conversion time. The AID converter with the SAW

reference waveform converts an analog signal to an 8 bit digital signal

in 2~&sec. One source (Zuch , 1976:19) gives a range of conversion times

for an 8 bit output resolution. Th. conversion times ran ge from ~$0 nsec

to 20 asec. In that range, the faster converters use the parallel and

the successive approximation methods. The parallel conversion method

uses a comparator for each quantisation level and then uses logic to

select the app ropriate digital code . Successive approximation involves

using th. logic to let srmine th. next choice of reference levels, based

on the result of a previous comparis on. Another s~~~ce ( Chodorov,

1976:1k ) compares the SAW-based converter with non-SAW, monolithic AID

converters and finds that the SAW-based convert er is faster than all. oth-

ers except one. That one has a conversion tine of 200 nsec . Some of

those slower converters use successive approximation. One advantage of
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Figure 10. Phase—lock loop (Schachter , 1976:1053)

the SAW-based converter over the parallel and successive approximation

converters is that the reference v~ve form can be used for converting more

than one input at a tine. The other two types of converters have little

or not hard ware saving, for multip le inputs.

The dual-slope method most nearly approxi mates the methodolo~~ of

the SAW devices and , in comparison , the SAW-based converter has a much

better conversion time (i • e . ,  2 /4 sec versus 3201a.sec). Comparisons of

linearity errors , however , favors the dual-slop, converters. The pro-

totype SAW device has a linearity error of up to 2 percent , or over 2

least significant bit s (LSB) ( Cbodorov , 1977:35) while the dual—slope

convert ers have errors of only 0.01 percent ( Zuch, 1976:214). By better

manufacturing techniques the error in the SAW device can be reduced to

less than 1 LSB (Chodorov , 1977 :32 ) which is slightly worse than ½ 1.53

linearity errors in successive approximation converters ( Zuch , 1976:27).

Phase—Lock Loop

The final device to be studie d is a phase—lock loop (PLL ) that uses

SAW components (Schachter , 1976:1053—1057). Figur e 10 is a block dia-

gram of the PLL. The SAW components , a mixer and a low pass filter , are

enclosed by a dashed block. The pur pose of the PLL, in general , is to

synchronize the oscillator with the frequency of the input . It is used
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in signal tracking, frequency synchronization and FM demodulation.

To analyze the device operation , consider e1 (t )  and •2 C t ) (two

voltages noted in Figure 10) to be a cosine wave with argument X and a

sine wave with argument I , re spectiv ely . The mixer output , then , is the

product of the two waves , which can be expressed as the sum of two sine

waves. One sine wave has an argument of X-T and the other has an argu-

ment of X+T . The cutoff of the low pass filter is chosen to eliminate

th. sine wave with argument X+Y which has the higher frequency. Voltage

e0 (t ) is , then, a sine wave with argument X—T . Th. volt age controlled

oscillator changes frequency according to its input voltage , e0 Ct ) .
When I—! approaches zero , sin ( X-T ) approaches X-Y so the oscillator

frequency (contained in the argument Y) is changed toward the original

input frequency and phase, X. But X baa changed since the first mixing

operation so the process is repeated. If the input was original ly in

the capture range of the loop (i.e., if X and T were sufficiently close),

lock will occur and X and I will differ by a fixed amount . Note that if

X—Y is not appro2(i.at.ly zero and sin (X—Y ) has a sign opposite of X—Y ,

the oscillator frequency will be forced away from the input frequency.

Lock can still occur because the forces tend ing to align the freque ncies

may , on the average , be greater than the other forces

Figure II shows the actual implementation of the PLL, excluding the

voltage—controlled oscillator (vco). These are the SAW components. The

input and VCO voltages are combined in a transformer and transduced to a

surface acoustic wave. As in the SAW convolver , mixing occurs in the PLL.

Unlike the SAW ecuvolver , however , the waves are travelli ng in the same
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Figure U. SAW components of PLL (Schachter, 1976:10514)

direction . The multiplication process was covered in the section on the

SAW convolver . Low-pass filteri ng has not been covered and it involves

the SAW-semiconductor inter act ions . It has been experimentally found

that this interaction inc~oases the efficiency of the aiming process by

30 d.B (ICino , 1973:169). Ia addition , the low frequencies of the mixing

are difficult to tr snsduce using an inte rdigital transducer. As an example ,

a 10 ICHs wave , in LiJb O3 has a wavelength of approximately 35 cm ( depend-

ing on the propagation direction). Just one pair of electrodes would re-

quire a 17 cm length of substrate and more pairs would be needed for effi-

cient t ransduction. The length alone would make transduction using an IDT

prohibitive. Tr ansduction through the use of an adjacent silicon slab is

possible due to the nature of the induc ed currents.

From the original discussion of the currents caused by the SAW—semi-

• conductor interactions, it can be seen that the total current in the simi-

• conductor is the sum of all the charges tines their velocities. One way

to calculate this current is to find the charge density and charge veloc-

ity for a ~~ volume of the semiconductor and multiply by the vo1~~~•

In nonlinear interactions, the charge density (or distribution) and the

charge velocity in the volume are both , in part , proportional to the elec-

tric field of the wave at that point . Part of the velocity , how ver , is
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due to the ambient electric field and part of the charge density ii also

not dependent on the wave (i .e . ,  the charge density caused by doping im-

purity levels). At any one point , the product of charge density and charge

velocity is , then ,

+ 
~~~~~ ~~ 

+ - nava + navy + n~,va + nyvy (3)

~~~ ~a 
is the charge velocity due to the ambient electric field, v~ is

the charge velocity due to the wave , 
~a 

is the ambient charge density (i.e. ,

not due to the wave) and n~, is the charge density due to the wave. By tak-

ing the volumes IRall enough , the si.~~ation becomes an integr al over the

area of the interaction.

To furt her reduce the complexity of the calculation, some siaplifi—

cations can be made . Since, in Figure U , th. current is being taken from

the ends of the silicon slab , the component of current normal to the slab

(or parallel to the ends) can be ignored . Th. current perpendicular to

the wave—propagation direction and parallel to the surface can also be

ignored because there is no component of the electric field of the wave

in that direction (there are only longitudinal and normal components).

That part of current is then due only to the ambient electric field , and

its effect s are known or can be measured. This leaves only the component

of current in the direction of the wave prop agation. That component of

current is

‘I-) (nava + flaY,i, n~va C n~v~
) d5 (i’ )

0

• where L is the length of the silicon slab. As before , the effect or the

ho
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ambient electric field and charge density can be calculated or measured ,

so the effect of nava can be neglected . If ‘~~~~~ 

~a are essentially

constant and th, spatial wavelength is much less than L , a further re-

duction can be made. The latter assumption about the wave is genera lly

true. even waves of frequ ency 10 MHz (th. lowest frequency that can be

transduced by an ID?) have wavelengths of about 0 0 3  cm while L is ap-

proximately 1 cm. If both assumptions are valid , navy and ~~~~ would

both be directly proportional to the wave amplitude and their integral

over L would be approximately zero since the integral is over many spa-

tial wavelengths.

The ter m a v is the nonlinear term and accounts for the contributionv v
of the wav e to I

~ • In the phase—look loop In Figure U , the wave is the

linear sum of e
~ 

(t ) and c, ( t ) .  Therefor . the integral will involve

the product

[e1 (t ) + e2 (t)] {e1 Ct) + 2 (ti] — e1
2(t) C 2e1(t) e2(t) • e2

2 (t ) (5)

• which is proportional to the product If e1 Ct ) and e2 (t )  are

sinuso idal , the square terms will involve dc terms and double spat tel-

frequency terms . The latter integ rate to zero since the integration is

over many wavelengths. The cross product involves the product of sinus-

oids which was presented in the original discussion of the PLL. Like the

other high spatial-frequency terms, the term with the sun of the ar gu-

meats integrates to zero . The difference term is integrated to provide

the fe dbeck for the VCO and the integ ral of the do term can be accounted

for by proper biasing.



Another way of looking at the filtering action is to consider the

impulse respo nse of the filter . Current flows in the s~~~-conductor

whenever there is a wave in the piezoelectrtc Just below the silicon

slab . Since the impulse is under the slab for a distance L , or for L/V

seconds, the current is a pulse of duration of L/V seconds. That pulse

is the impulse respo nse , by definit ion . The magnitude of the frequency

response of the filter is , then , a sine function with a first zero at

V/L Hz. For V — 3h1e8 a/sec and L — lea , the first zero is at 3b5 KRz .

Varying the velocity (by choosing the piezoelectric material ) or the

length of the silicon will not significantly change the value of that

zero.

The rmeaining major element of a complete PLL , the voltage con-

trolled oscillator , is , in principal, no different in SAW and non-SAW

designs. However , a complet e PLL can be assembled from the combined

interaction SAW device described above and a VCO , whereas conventional

PLLs incorporate separate phase detector and filter elements , making

the assembly more complex. The impedance levels, signal amplitude s , and

other details may also dictate different VCO characteristics for the two

types of PLLs.

Comparisons of the performance of the phase—lock loop using SAW

components with non-SAW phase-lock loops could be misleading. Although

one SAW-based PLL has demonstrated a large lock range (I • c. a frequency

ran ge over which the input and the VCO will remain “locked” or aligned)

of ~ 2 MHz about the 16.6 MHz carrier (Schachter , 1976:1057), the range

also means more noise due to the increased loop bandwidth (Mills , 1971:

ANb6—b) . Another performance indicator given by Sehachter was total
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harmonic distortion in demodulating an FM modulated 10 XRz sine wave from

a 16.6 MHz carrier . The lowest distortion report ed was slight ly less than

2.5 percent (Schachter , 1976:1057 ) for a peak frequency deviati on of 600

KHz • That percentage is not considered low for PLLs (flapper , 1972:122).

Yet many loops use additional filtering (called post-detection filtering )

to reduce distortion whereas no additional filtering was used in the SAW-

based PLL (Schachter , 1976:1056). It is misleading to compare this pro-

totype PLL with more developed PLLs . A complete statement of the state

of development of the SAW-based PLL is contained in Meng , 1975 in the

bibliograp by.

Comparisons can also be made on a component basis • The SAW filter

is capable of large bandwidths (e.g. , 150 ICEt ) but cannot compete with

an RC filt er at lover bandwidths (e.g., 5 XH z). At the lover bandwidths

the silicon slab would be too long. The basic mixing components were

compared in the section on the SAW convolver . Mixing in the two SAW

devices is through the same basic interaction in semiconductor medium

and th. two would be totally comparable for the SAW convolver that did

not use amplification. That convolver was less efficient than the non—

SAW mixer, on the basis of power-out versus power-in.

Conclusion

This chapter has present ed scam of the practical aspects of SAW

technology. Specifically, losses occur in propagation and transduction.

Distortion partially occurs from reflections from transducers and other

surf ace discontinuities. Reflection can also have a beneficial effect ,

when it is controlled. The ef~ect of the environment on surface acoustic

_________________________
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waves was also presented . These waves , in a SAW oscillator , are less

affected by a high vibration environment than an electrical signal in

a quartz crystal oscillator . Temperature can change many of the crys-

tal para meters , and one of the result s is a change in wave velocity.

Ieut ron radiation redu ces the efficiency of the interactions of the waves

with electrons in a semiconductor. One of the aschanisms of thi s reduc-

tion is charged surface stat es. Like reflections, charged surf ace states

can be beneficial , when controlled. These factors account for •ome of

the non—ideal char acteristics of the waves.

In order to gain a perspective on performance, three devices that

use SAW components were presented. The performance of these devices was

compared with the performance of either equivalent or similar non-SAW

devices. The specific devices presented were a SAW convolver with bidirec-

tional amplification, a AID converter that uses a surface acoustic wave

to generate a refere nce voltage, and a phase-lock loop that uses SAW com-

ponents for mixing and filtering. Of the three , the SAW cccvolver with

bidirectional amplification has the best comparati ve performance. The

SAW A/D converter demonstrates better performance than converters using

a similar conversion method Ci • e • ,  dual-slope). For large band width

signal s , the SAW-based PLL has good performance even though the individual

component performance may be inferior non—SAW components. Part of the

reason that SAW devices performanc e demonstrated to date compares unfavor—

ably in s~~~ respects to conventional PLLs is that these devices ar e early

prototypes while the non-SAW devices are more highly developed. It should

also be noted that each of the SAW devices has a ver y simple structure ,
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offer ing potential advantages in size , cost , and enviro~~~nta]. ruggedness.

Further conclusions can be drawn from the performance of the various

SAW convolvers • As previously discussed, when mixing is done in the pie so—

electric medium , the power efficiency of the SAW convolver is —83 d~~ , and

when ~iT{ng occurs in the semiconductor dium the efficiency is increased

by 30 dB. Another ~&1 d.B is gained in efficiency by strengtheni ng the wave-

electron inte ra ction by applying an external electric field to the semi-

conductor (i.e. , the bidirectional amplificatio n). The increase in power

efficiency is a result of combining and strengthening the various inter-

actions. Different combinations of interactions viii be analyzed in

Chapter IV.
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IV. New Approaches

Although Chapter III provided some information about specific SAW

device performance and deficiencies , many of the subjects covered could

be expanded to i~clud* slightly different effects or interactions. The

purpose of this chapter is to extend the analysis to new and more radical

approaches to signal processing elements. The result s of the amplified

SAW convolver will be expanded to an analysis of the effect of external-

electric —field—induced phase changes on mixing , In Chapter III , the ref—

erence waveform for the A/D converter was presented as being generated

by a fixed SAW filt er . Expansion of the analysis will. include var iable

filters to produce a reference wave . Finally the analysis of the product

of charge—density and char ge—velocity , provided in the analysis of the

SAW—based PLL, will be expanded to include vari ations in the ambient

charge density.

Like the result s of Chap ter III , the results of this chapter will

be tied to coamunications systems . However , here the analyses vii]. address

limitation s in present c~~~unieat ions systems. One constr aint on the per-

formance of a system using a VCO is due to the frequency instability of

the VCO itself ( ICIapper , 1972:122). This instability might be reduced

if a fixed , stable oscillator is used and a separate device is used to

control frequency and/or phase. A varactor ( voltage—controlled capacitor)

can be used to control frequency, but there is no device that controls

only phase. In a squaring Loop receiver , there are limitations in im-

plementation (or sechanization ) due to the inability to achieve the com-

bination of high frequency of a bandpass filter , high Q (because of a
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low data rate) and the capability of adjusting the Q for varying data

rates ( Simon , 1973:6). In addition there is a need for an efficient

square— l aw device after the bandpass filter . In another class of systems ,

the capability to select a relative ly narrovband (i . e . ,  10 ICHz ) signa l

from a VHF signal (or from a IF signal, in that frequency ra nge ) and am-

plify it would b. a desirable feature , particularly if the circuit ac—

complishing this was simple. The applicabi lity of SAW int eractions to

components addressi ng these proble m areas is not imeediate ly obvious ,

but , as the following sections demonstrate , considerable potential ex-

ists for improving on present standards of performance.

Delay or Phase Mixer

The effects of field—induced phas e changes on the mixing process in

a semiconductor are very different from the effect s of smpli fic~tion and

have received much less attention in the literature (Crovley , 19T7 :558) .

Part of the effect was noted in the discussion in Chapter II of ~ v/v and

the aultistrip coupler. While the wave is underneath a metal film, the

velocity of the wave decreases proportionally to the electromechanical

coupling factor , k2. The change in velocity is the same as a delay (or

advance) or a phase change in the wave • The effect of the semiconductor

is to allow movement of electrons to reduce the electric field of the

wave , like the reduction caused by the metal film. Because of the dis-

tance between the semiconductor and the surface , and the limited mobility

of electrons in the semiconductor , the reduction of the electri c field

and the change in velocity is not as much as for the metal film . As an

example, for a metal film over ys—Li NbO3 the velocity change is 2.4

_ _ _ _
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Figure 12. (a) Attenuation versus resistivity with proposed
low—loss modes of operation. (b) Phase lag versus
resistivity with proposed low—loss modes of opera-
tion. (Crovisy, 1977:558)

percent (Slobodnik , 1976:593) vhile the asxim~= change for a silicon slab

separated form yz-L~JbO3 by an air gap of 10000A is 0.76 percent (Crovley,

1977:558).

The percent change in velocity can be varied by applying an external

electric field to the semiconductor surface . This is done by placing a

metal pl ate on the side of the semiconductor opposite the surface and by

grounding the bottam surface of the piesoelectr ic material . The electric

field moves charges either toward or away from the surface , thus changing

the surface resistivit y (Many , 1965 :129—163). With more electron s (lover

resistivity ) it is easier to reduce the electric field of the wave .

Crovl.y provides a plot of attenuat ion and phase lag versus resistivity
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for a silicon air—gap coupled to ys—LiJ bO3 with a gap of 1000°A and at

a frequency of 230 Mas. The graphs are provided in Figure 12.

Not addressed in Crowiny’ s report vms the possibility of a frequency

change associated with the phase (or velocity) change. The reason for

thinking that there might be a frequency change can be seen by comparing

the surface acoustic wave with a simple harmonic oscillator of a particle
• on a spring . It the spring has a spring constant , IC , and X is the di.-

p1ac~~~mt distance , then the potential energy stored in the spring is

The frequency of the oscillator is then proportional ~~~~~
(Resnick , 1968:31e9) where M is the mass of the particle . For the surface

acoustic wave, the electrical potential ener gy stored in the wave is pro—

portional to k2 
which is approximately equal to 2 g~v/v. By reduc ing the

velocity , the coupling factor , k2 is also reduced , so the total potential

energy of the wave (mechan.tcal and electrica l ) ii reduced to 1—k 1
2
, or

1—2Av1/v , where k
1

2 , is the equivalent reduction in coupling that is pro-

portional to the velocity change i~v1. If the simple harmonic oscillator

and the surface acoustic wave were analogous , as far as frequency deter-

mination is concerned , the surface-acoustic-wave frequency would be changed

by a factor of ~i~2 Av1/v for a velocity decrease of A v1. The propaga-

tion constant v/v would then be proportional to w (1 -Av1/v)

for a decrease in velocity. But

‘~~~~~~?v~~i ½  (2 4v 1/v) + (1/2) (—1/2 ) (2Lt v
1
/v2?’ /2 + higher order terms (6)

The propagation constant , with the simplification , is equa l to (w/v ) -

(w/v) f~ 
v1

2/2v3 (1 -4v1/v)J or the prop agation constant would increase

for a decrease in velocity. If the frequency did not change , the propagation
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Figure 13. Block Diagram of Proposed Phase Modulation/Detection Syst em

constant would be equal to v/v (1- ~A v1/v) and would increase for a decrease

in wave velocity. In this ana lysis ~ 11 is just a positive number and the

direction of change is taken into account by the sign before the A v1/v.

The exp.rlasntsl evidence (Crovl.y, 1977:559) agrees with the increase in

propagation constant for a decrease in velocity. Therefore this model pre-

dicts that the frequency change viii not occur.

Tb. application of the phase or velocity change phenomenon which is

of interest in this study is in the area of a voltage—controlled time de-

lay (or pha se shift). A proposed system is illustrat ed in Figure 13. A
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control voltage is used to encode the phase (or time delay) of a stable

oscillator ~t the tra nsmitter. At th. receiving end , the input is de-

layed and mixed with a stable local oscillator . The delay is proportional

to the phase (time delay ) difference between the input and the local os-

cillator. As an example of the magnitude of voltages needed , in this

Crowley experiments a +30v, 10 p s.c pulse produced a 1800 phase advance

(Crovisy, 1977:559 ) for a 1.2 cm interaction length on the silicon slab.

At 230 Ma. , that represent s a relative time delay of 2 nsec.

Th. delay mixer itself ii illustrated in Figure us .  Note the dif-

ference between that figure and the PLL in Figure 11. The combining of

signal s in the PLL is done by the transformer while signal combination

in the delay mixer is done through a multistrip coupler. The reason for



I
the difference is to provide the differential phase (or time) shift.

The multistrip coupler should be designed for half energy transfer to

allow for uniform mixing through out the interaction region. In both

devices mixing is done in the semiconductor medium. Further strengthen-

ing of the mixing could be obtained by placing another metal plate between

th, control plate and the vax (area A in Figure ii.). The effect would

theoretically be comparable to the effect of amplification on the SAW

convolver.

Mixing in thi s device can be analyzed by using the previously de-

veloped form of the electric fields of the waves • Let the input wave

be of th. form exp .1 (v
1t—v1s/v1tøj ) and let the oscillator wave be of

the form exp j (w1t — w1z/v2+g2 ). Then the mixer will form the sum and

differenc e frequencies. The difference will be of the form exp ,5 [v1.

(v1—v2)/v1v2+01
_O2]. The spatial integration , over z , will yield a func-

tion of I~2~ 
The largest problems in thi s device would be converting

• the ~~&11er phase-difference voltage to the larger control voltage and

compensating for different attenuation levels caused by different phase

(time) shifts (see Figure 12). The former could be solved by pulsing

the mixer with the sans voltage until a null is reached . The latter

• requires operating in the continuous mode area of the attenuation curve

(Figure 12) where there is little attenuation , or operati ng on equi-.

• attenuatio n levels on the switching-mode portion of the curve. Other

methods of compensating for attenuation might be more difficult .

It thus appears that a particularly simple and compact implementat ion

of the detection function in a phase modulation c~~~unicstion icheme is
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possible with a SAW c~~~oment . Its similarit y to other , well under stood

SAW devices gives some confidence that bandwidth , dynamic range , and

power efficiency would be adequate to the demands of the application .

Variable Band width Filter for ~~~~~~~~ Loop

The next area to be covered is the lack in convent ional technology

of filters which simultaneously provide high frequency (in the high IF

range), high Q and adjustable Q. This corresponds to the analysis of a

variable reference filter , wher , the referenc e generated is the suppressed

carrier of a suppressed-c arrier t rans mission. A block diagram of the

squaring—loop receiver is given in Figure 15. In one example treated

by Bell , a SAW resonator is tuned to give variable bandwidth (Bell ,
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1966:719). The untuned resonator has a center fr.quency of 140 Ma. and

a 3 4.3 bandwidth of 24 KHZ for a Q of about 5,800. By tuning with a

o.i6 ,~a inductor and a 3.7 pf capacitor the 3 43 bandwidth is changed

to 72 ~~z for a Q of about 1,900. Using a O.355 y~h tuning inductor in-

creases the bandwidth to 253 1CM. and decrease the Q to 550. The purpose

of the filter is to ~~~4~i*e the signal-to—noise ratio of the suppressed

carrier signal (Simon, 1973:6) and that ideal bandwidth is related to the

data rate • This resonator would allow high frequency , high Q and the ad-

justable Q by adjusting the tun4”~g inductor and capacitor . From Bell’s

examples, it appears that data rates of about 15 XII. and up could be

used . To date , this emphasis in work on SAW resonators has been on ax-

tending the concept of fixed, high Q filter elements to higher frequen-

cies than can be obtained with conventional bulk mode crystals. However ,

further work on the interaction of SAW resonant cavities with external

reactive tnnl”g and load components is a promising approach to the stated

goal of electronically or mechanically adjustable bandwidth filters in

the high IF frequency range.

Following the bandpsss filter in the squaring loop receiver is a

square law device. Ideally there should be a mechanism that generates

waves proportional to the square of the input voltage (e.g. , the alec-

trostrictive effect). Unfortunately even for materials with high d ee-

trostrictive coefficients , like SrTiO3 (taasakun , 1975:269), the effect

is not strong enough. The next best approach is to increase the power

to strengthen the second harmonic wave which results from the mechanical

nonlinearity of a solid wave propagation medium. Slobodnik , 1969 pre—
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seats the rel ative power levels necessary to get th. second harmonic to

the desired level ( for LIJbO 3 ). Once again , a SAW component with the

advantages of i~ .11 size , built-in frequency selectivity , and low noise

• is a possibility which , moreover , can potentially be integrated with the

acoustic bend pass filter, keeping the information in acoustic form.

Narrowband 7itter with Gain

In the section on phase-lock loops in Chapter III , equation (3 )  pre-

sented the various products of the ambient and the wave charge densities

and charge velocities • One of the terms on the right was a product of

• 
- the ambient charge density and the wave charge velocity . An interesting

possibility arises as a result of varying the charge density from point

-to point as a function of the di stance , z , along the acoustic path. For

simplicity the charge density will be taken as cos az . Next consider a

wave of th. form sin (v1t - v1z/v) .  The produc t of the two is cos a. sin

(v1t — w1z/v ) which viii give a sum and difference term. The difference

term will be of the form sin Lvit — z(a + v1/v )] . If the spatial period

is email enough, a spatial integration (of the form used in the PLL or

• the SAW convolver ) viii be non-zero • Moreover the spatial integration

I 
over anyt hing less than one half of the spatial period gives increasing

I values , or the equivalent of gain. Actual gain will depend on the ax-

I isting loss mechanisms (i.e. , propagation losses end transfer of energy

1 to the semiconductor medium) and possibly other presently-unknown loss

I mechanisms.

J 
The key to the implementation of this device is establishi ng the

varying charge density in the semiconductor medium. It can be done with
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ion implantation techniques. To resolve a signal from a 200 MHz car rier

on ys LIJb O
3 

requires a spatial resolution capability of the ion- implan-

tation process of 8~tm. This is pres ent ly possible. The region of use-

ful gain is limited to one half of the resolved signal ’ s wavelength. For

a 12 Xli. signal in ys LiBbO3 that length is i4 cm.

Acoustic Integ rated Signal Processing Components

The concept of a SAW system in which a number of signal processing

steps are carried out on a signal which is propagated in acoustic form

throughout has been proposed unsuccessfully for a number of years . The

principal difficulties have remained the lack of effective waveguiding

structures on highly ani sotropic SAW media and the need to periodically

amplify the wave to cancel propagation losses. A SAW “ integrated air-

cuit ” remains impractical , but in view of the relative ly complex , mul-

tiple-medium interactions discussed above , it may be asked if some degree

of functional integration is appropriate.

Among the devices considered in this study are components which com-

bine mixing and filteri ng function s and variable bandwidth filtering with

square law detection or mixing. Additional possibilities include incor—

pora ting electronically variable phase control in one or both input sig-

nal paths of a SAW convolver and a variety of configurations in which gain

could be added to passive signal processing elements. To it~~arize this

brief treatment of a complex subject , it can simply be noted that inte-

gration of functions is one further area of investigation in extending

the use of SAW components to solve syst em problem s.
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Conclusion

In thi s chapter several combinatio ns of effect s and interactions

have been presented. Although it ii difficult to predict performance

in detail , some of the devices appear to be worthy of experimental in-

vestigation . Also fostered by thes. combinations a renewed possibility

that there may be a SAW equivalent to the semiconductor integrated cir-

cuit. It vould combine several operations on the propagating surface

and not be plagued by the 3 dB loss incurred in transduction in and out

of the SAW medium (i.e. , from bi&ir.ctionality). It is still too ear ly

to tell it the SAW “integrat.d circuit ” is possible but it seems that

combining several operations adds to power efficiency. In any event ,

the wide assortment of mechanisms involving linear and nonlinear interac-

tions of pure ly acoustic or mixed acoustic and electronic waves seem cer-

tain to continue to lead to new types of signal processing schemes and

components .
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V. Conclusions ~~g Rsc~~~endations

In this study an att pt was made to find new ways of using SAW

technology in e~~~unication systems. Although, as the information in

Chapter I makes clear , SAW devices have been used in a wide variety of

applicati ons , it vu felt that new information could suggest novel ways

of using this technology. The results of Chapter IV confirm the basic

hypot hesis that many nev device app lications of SAW principles are pos-

sible.

The problem was approached by first analysing the basic physics of

the waves. It was fo~md that what is considered basic ii somewhat ar-

bitrary. For example , reflection is a basic property used in SAW reson—

ator s but it may be of secondar y importance in other SAW devices. It

was also found that conflicting requirements require compromi ses and
• tradeoffs between desirable features • As en example the use of a semi-

conducting material increases the efficiency of the ~~~~fng process but

also makes the device more vulnerab le to neut ron rad iation . Fina lly , it

was found that certa in facts about the basic physics can chang e . The

use of the slectrostrictive effect is an example. Early studies deter-

mined that the el ectrost rictive effect was not a very efficient method

of transduction. Latter studies (Iamsakun , 1975) found that by de bias-

ing an electrostr ictive material (SrTi O3) ,  the transduction efficiency

was greatly improved and the material could be made to act like a pieso-

electric material. Despit. occasional ambiguities and analytical diffi-

culties , the use of the basic physics as a guide to device performance
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is a useful tool .

The study of actual SAW devices was also helpful . Tb. studies in

Chapter III shoved that the interfacing of SAW devices with non- SAW de-

vices and the judicious combination of both categories in a system is

important . For example , in the AID converter , the logic functions are

most efficiently done by non-SAW devices. Comparison of SAW devices

with non-SAW devices shows bath strengths and weaknesses. The areas

in which SAW devices part icular ly excel are high frequency (yE? to LI E?) ,

large bandwidth, and reel—time processing. Weaknesses of SAW devices

are also apparent . Although some of the basic processes ( such as mixing

in a piesoelectri c medium) might be weaker than those in other devices ,

the use of a combination of pro cesses makes the SAW device compare more

favorably to a non-SAW equivalent . An example of the latter is the SAW

convolver with bidirectional amplification.

Some caution , however , is necessary in mak ing compari sons. It is

very important to make sure that the devices are truly similar in intended

function and that the state of develo~~ent of each device is taken into

account • Moreover , cert ain capabilities of SAW devices are not found in

other devices , and methods of measuring performance for SAW and non-SAW

devices are sometimes different. As an example , the figure of merit of

the SAW convolver is not used as a measure of performance for the non-

SAW mixer • For the non-SAW mixer , insertion loss is customarily used

as a performance measure. These differences make it more difficult to

make comparisons.

There are also difficulties in finding new approaches to using SAW

• ~~~~~~ 
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technology in c~~~~micstions systems. Of the many combinations of func-

tions possible , just a few were invest igated . Besides the number of wave

properties and interactions that were studied , there is a question of how

many functions can be put together and in what order . In looking at these

altern atives the question of applicability must eventually be asked . That

determination requires a thorough knowledge of both the appli cation (i .e . ,

c~~~uu1eations ) and the SAW technology. It was found that implementation

problems are not as abundantly addressed in the literature as conceptual

probl ems or exper imental results. One reason for thi s is that many pro-

cessing sch~~~s are based on the capabili ties of current implementations.

The limitations are in the conceptual stage. All in all , the new approaches

require an open mind and a thorough search of the literature. The three

devi ces suggested in Chapter IV show promise and suggest that further

studies could elso be fruitful .

Some specific conclusions resulting from this work are the following:

1. The technology of SAW devices with relatively simple structure

(in general , a patterned metal film on a suitable substrate ) is well in

hand , and the majority of the possible categories of device applications

have been thoroughly investigated. It thus appears that future funda-

mental adva nces will involve more complex structures and interactio ns,

an example being the addition of a separate semiconductor medium to the

basic SAW configuration.

2. Specific comparisons can be made between similar SAW and non-

SAW devices. The SAW convolver with bidirectio nal amplification has a

better power efficiency than a non-SAW mixer (-12 d~~ versus -27 d~~ )
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However , mixing in a piezoeleetric medium or in an adjacent semiconductor

medium (without amplification), has a much lover efficiency than mixing

in a non—SAW device. The SAW-based A/D convert er has a reasonably fast

conversio n time (2 p sec for 8 bit resolution ) as compared with monolithic

A/D convert ers , but has larger linearity errors (2 percent or 2 LSB ver-

sus 0. 01 percent for a dual-slope converter or 1/2 LSB for a similar—

conversion—time , successive—approximation converter). The SAW phase—

lock loop has a large lock range (~2 MHz about a 16.6 *~z carrier). It

also has more distortion (2. 5 percent versus less than 1 percent ) than

a non-SAW PLL demodulator. On a component basis , the SAW components

(mixer and filter ) have worse performa nce. The mixer has a lover power

efficiency and the filter cannot reach the low band widths (i.e. , less

than 5 ICEs ) of a non—SAW filter .

Rec~~~endat ions For Further Study

As was previously stated , this study was by no means all-inclusive.

There are many areas that deserve further investigat ion . Among those

areas are the following:

1. The experimental investigation of the devices suggested
in Chapter IV. These devices were a mixer that delays
one input relative to a second input ; a variable Q, high

• Q bandpass filter ; and a filter that selects a signal based
on an impurity pattern in a semiconductor .

2. Based on the suggestion in Chap ter IV to use a SAW variable
• bandwidth filter in the squaring—loop receiver , extend this

concept to use surface acoustic waves in a data-aided-loop
system. In a data-aided—loop system , the detected data is
fed back to a tracking loop (e.g. , a squaring loop ) to help

• maintain the carrier tracking.

3. Analysis of the use of dc biasin g of the electrostrict ive
transducer (lamsakun , 1975) to create large strings of en-
coded data.
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e. Investigate whether frequency-mode coupling occurs in a
piesoeleetric-ssajconduct or SAW resonat or. A similar
effect was first noted in experimental results (Ma ine. ,
1970) for a bulk wave acoustic oscillator that used a
piezosleotric semiconductor and the result was described
as similar to lasing. The coupling was also treated
theoretica1j .3~ (Zyuryukin, 1976).

5. Assemble a more comprehe nsive list of current and pro-
jected c~~~unication system signal processi ng algorithms ,
and continue the analysis, on a functional basis , of pos-
sible SAW implementatio ns and comparisons to non-SAW ver-
sions.
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